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Lesson # T19 Brain Care & Drugs           Time: 50 minutes 
 
 
 

Subject  Brain Care & Drugs   
 

Lesson Plan  Impact of Drugs – to – “What Works” in Growing Brain Cells 
 

Goals 1. Applying knowledge of memory & the brain, students learn impact of drugs on the brain (particularly 
pot), and increase their awareness of the thriving indicator Healthy Habits. 
2. Students practice building new things and stimulating brain cells with teamwork and communication, 
aspects of the thriving indicators Social Skills and Positive Relationships.  

 

Overview   
This lesson builds upon students’ previous learning about healthy brain care, part of the thriving indicator Healthy Habits, and 
strategies for improving memory, part of the thriving indicator Love of Learning. Students read a handout about the recent research on 
marijuana and its detrimental impact on adolescent brain growth.  They learn that any marijuana use will impact their memory for at 
least two months, impairing their ability to learn in school.   

 
Vocabulary 
Cannabis plant—Plant grown for marijuana.  
Cannabinoid—chemicals from cannabis plant that affect the brain. THC (Tetra Hydro Cannibol) is the main one.  
Euphoria— state of intense excitement or happiness. 
Mood—temporary state of feeling or emotion. Mood Disorder is the scientific term for a psychological condition that affects your 
emotional condition.   

 

FOR GROUPS
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Materials 
PowerPoint on Drugs (Digital Resources DVD) 
Handout: How Does Marijuana Affect the Brain? 
DVD clip: Finding Nemo  
Bottle of Vanilla 
Scrap paper for 2 votes 
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Lesson Outline What is teacher doing? What are students doing? 
Settle-in 
(5 min) 

Today’s question:  
There is a proposition 
to legalize pot for 
adults in the fall 2010 
California election. If 
you could vote, would 
you vote to legalize 
it?   

Teacher welcomes students and circulates, commenting 
on the students that are ready for class.  Teacher gives 
students ~2 minutes to answer the warm-up. Teacher 
circulates room and monitors student work. Students then 
cast their anonymous votes on a piece of paper and pass 
them to the teacher for counting.  
 
Teacher instructs students to share answers with their 
elbow partners.  
 
Teacher uses equity cards and facilitates class discussion 
of the warm-up. 

Students pull out Learning Logs, 
copy down warm-up and answer 
question. 
1. Students share their answers 

with their elbow partner. 
2. Discuss answers as a whole 

class. 

Instruction 
(40 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discuss impact of 
drugs on brain.  
Read article on 
Marijuana (15 min);  
 
 
Show Finding Nemo 
clip & discuss (5 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
Pass out bottle of 
vanilla samples. (5 
min) 
 
 
 
 

Teacher introduces article How Marijuana Affects the 
Brain on recent research on impact of marijuana on 
adolescents’ growing brains. Students demonstrate their 
experience in Cornell note-taking.  They draw out points 
for sharing in small groups and in class discussion.  
 
• Show 50-second Finding Nemo clip of insidious light 

(tie to good feeling of substances affecting dopamine 
centers of brain with surprise bite at the end).  Show 
slides of drug affects on a youth’s brain and discuss. 

• Teacher defines “insidious”: seems fine/fun/good on the 
surface, but has harmful effects. “It looks good, but it is 
actually bad.” 

• Bring out a bottle of vanilla. Allow students to pass it 
around and smell it. Have them describe its smell. Then 
pour a small amount in paper cups, allowing three 
students to taste it. Ask them: “Does it taste as good as 
it smells? Would you want a lot of this?” Explain that 
this is a way to look at insidiousness. Some things look 

Students read article and practice 
Cornell note-taking.  
 
 
 
 
Students watch clip and discuss 
insidious behavior (what appears 
gold might not be gold).  
 
 
Students view PowerPoint slides 
on drugs and discuss. 
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Discuss drug impact 
with PowerPoint 
slides.   
(15 min)  
 
 

(“smell”) good but actually are (“taste”) bad.  
 
Teacher augments discussion with Drugs PowerPoint on 
drugs and their impact on the brain. 
 
 
 

 
Wrap Up 
(5 min) 

 
Reflection & Closing 

 
Ask students to pull out Learning Logs and journal their 
reflections about this lesson on Brain Care and Drugs. 
Post lesson, would they vote the same in the fall election, 
if they could vote? Students write their votes on a piece of 
paper and turn into the teacher. Teacher promotes a 
discussion. 
 
Either in this lesson, if time, or to kick off tomorrow’s 
lesson, teacher counts votes and shares with the class 
whether the aggregate votes changed pre/post lesson. 1 

 
Students write in Learning Logs 
and then share whether their 
opinions shifted based on the 
lesson. 
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